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Abstract

Current cross modal retrieval systems are evaluated us-

ing R@K measure which does not leverage semantic rela-

tionships rather strictly follows the manually marked image

text query pairs. Therefore, current systems do not gener-

alize well for the unseen data in the wild. To handle this,

we propose a new measure SemanticMap to evaluate the

performance of cross modal systems. Our proposed mea-

sure evaluates the semantic similarity between the image

and text representations in the latent embedding space. We

also propose a novel cross modal retrieval system using a

single stream network for bidirectional retrieval. The pro-

posed system is based on a deep neural network trained

using extended center loss, minimizing the distance of im-

age and text descriptions in the latent space from the class

centers. In our system, the text descriptions are also en-

coded as images which enabled us to use single stream net-

work for both text and images. To the best of our knowl-

edge, our work is the first of its kind in terms of employing

a single stream network for cross modal retrieval systems.

The proposed system is evaluated on two publicly available

datasets including MSCOCO and Flickr30K and has shown

comparable results to the current state-of-the-art methods.

1. Introduction

The mapping of multiple modalities to a shared latent

space has resulted in improved scene understanding because

the retrieved text/audio help in understanding the visual

content. Due to recent advancements in this area [46, 12, 45,

31], we see a surge in multimodal tasks such as image cap-

tion generation [11, 25, 49, 55, 33], visual question answer-

(a) A man and old woman

with a walking stick climb-

ing a sand dune arm in arm.

(b) One person helping an-

other person up to the top of

a mound of sand underneath

a cloudy sky.

Figure 1: Two different images and the text descriptions

from the Flickr30K dataset. The two images and the de-

scriptions are semantically similar however occur in differ-

ent pairs. A cross association by a retrieval system will be

considered an error by the currently used R@K measure

relying on pairwise loss functions. However, our proposed

measure “SemanticMap” will consider the cross association

also a semantically correct association.

ing [14, 1], and audio-visual correspondence [2, 4, 36, 6].

One of the drawback of these techniques is that they rely on

manually marked image-text pairs. If two different images

have similar text descriptions, the pairwise loss functions

usually end up wrongly associating text neighbors. The

training objective of using these raw pairs is to adhere image

and its text description in a pair and to ignore those descrip-

tions which might be semantically similar but in different

pairs, see Figure 1 where images (a) and (b) are semanti-

cally similar but occur in different pairs.

In classical cross modal retrieval systems, representa-

tions of semantically related instances is learned such that



Query Image Retrieved Text λ

– A man riding a skateboard

at a skatepark
0.82

– A man riding a skateboard

down a ramp
0.81

– A person riding a skate-

board at a skatepark
0.78

– A skateboarder trying to

get up a ramp
0.78

– A man riding a skateboard

over an obstacle
0.77

Figure 2: Image to text retrieval result (top 5) from the

MSCOCO dataset. Query and retrieved text descriptions

are semantically related but not in pairs and thus R@5 = 0.

In the last column the proposed SemanticMap (λ) scores

are reported resulting λ@5 = 0.79 showing high semantic

similarity.

some distance measure is minimized between the learned

representations in the latent space. Once these representa-

tions are obtained, Recall-at-K (R@K) metric is often em-

ployed to report accuracy of pairwise retrievals. The R@K

measure adheres to the manually marked ground truth la-

bels, while ignoring the semantic relationships between the

query and the retrieved instances. In this paper, we pose an

important question: do cross modal retrieval systems really

leverage on semantic relationships? We find that depen-

dence on ground truth labels may be an inefficient approach

due to its inadequacy to fully exploit semantic relationships

between the learned representations. For example, in Fig-

ure 2, the query image and the retrieved text descriptions

are semantically related, however, R@K does not capture it

and reports miss retrieval.

In the existing systems, neural network based mappings

have been commonly used to bridge the gap between multi-

ple modalities [41, 56] by building a joint representation of

each modality. Typically, separate networks are trained to

predict features of each modality and a supervision signal is

employed to reduce the distance between image and associ-

ated text descriptions [51, 8, 52, 57]. In addition, to capture

text context before semantically associating it with the vi-

sual data, some techniques employ RNNs [5, 20] along with

CNNs stacked in a CRNN fashion [7, 23, 9]. Though by us-

ing separate networks, these systems were able to achieve

good accuracy, it incurs significant memory overhead. In

many modern applications such as mobile devices, memory

is a scarce resource therefore less memory demanding sys-

tems as the one proposed in this paper are more desirable.

In this paper we propose an image-text cross modal re-

trieval system that captures semantic similarities between

images and their text neighbors without suffering from in-

accuracies in the ground truth labels. That is, semantically

similar text descriptions may get different labels while our

system generates nearby embedding for such text descrip-

tions. We encode text descriptions as images which leads

to a single stream network which is jointly trained to bridge

the gap between the two modalities. We use a loss function

inspired from [53] as a supervision signal to map images

and associated text descriptions “closer“ to each other in

the shared latent space. We evaluate the proposed system

on two publicly available image retrieval datasets including

Flickr30k [39, 40] and MSCOCO [30] and obtain compa-

rable results to the existing systems. Furthermore, we re-

evaluate the commonly used retrieval metric R@K, and we

identify its inadequacy and introduce a new metric, referred

to as SemanticMap, leveraging on semantic similarity be-

tween the images and text descriptions.

Main contributions of our paper are the following:

– We extensively evaluate the R@K measure and find

that it is inadequate to leverage semantic relationships.

We propose a new measure SemanticMap exploiting

the semantic relationships between the images and the

semantically similar text descriptions.

– We propose a cross modal retrieval system using sin-

gle stream network for image to text and text to im-

age which is equally capable of mapping two different

modalities in a joint embedding space without having

to use separate networks for each modality.

– We encode text descriptions as images for training the

single stream network for cross modal retrieval. To the

best of our knowledge, this work is the first approach

employing a single stream network for cross modal re-

trieval tasks.

– We present human baseline results on the MSCOCO

test set employing the best performing network. The

sole purpose of such an experiment is to correlate the

limitations of R@K captured by SemanticMap with

evaluations of human experts.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: we ex-

plore the related literature in Section 2. We explore R@K

and identify its inadequacy and propose a new measure in

Section 3, a new cross modal retrieval system is proposed

in Section 4, followed by experimental evaluations in Sec-

tion 5. Human baseline results are presented in Section 6,

followed by ablation study in Section 7. Finally conclusions

and future directions are discussed in Section 8.

2. Related Work

Several works in the field of multimodal representation

learning have been proposed in the recent years. Although

each task is different from the other, the underlying princi-

ple has remained the same: to achieve semantic image-text



multimodal representation. In this section we explore the

related literature under four subsections.

2.1. Classical Approaches

One of the classical approaches towards image-text em-

bedding is Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [18].

This method finds linear projections that maximize the cor-

relation between modalities. Works such as [15, 28] in-

corporate CCA to map representations of image and text

to a common space. Although being a rather classical ap-

proach, the method is efficient enough. Recently, deep CCA

has also been employed to the problem of obtaining a joint

embedding for multimodal data [27]. However, the major

drawback is that using CCA it is computationally expensive

because it requires to load all data into memory to compute

the covariance score.

2.2. Deep Metric Learning Approaches

Deep metric learning approaches have shown promising

results on various computer vision tasks. Employing met-

ric learning to multimodal tasks requires within-view neigh-

borhood preservation constraints which are explored in sev-

eral works [22, 34, 44]. Triplet networks [21, 50] along

with siamese networks [17, 43, 3] have been used to learn a

similarity function between two modalities. However, most

of these techniques [51] require separate networks for each

modality which increases the computational complexity of

the whole process. Furthermore, these networks suffer from

dramatic data expansion while creating sample pairs and

triplets from the training set.

2.3. Ranking Supervision Signals

Many different multimodal approaches employ some

kind of ranking loss function as a supervision signal. Works

presented in [54, 12] employ a ranking loss which penal-

izes when incorrect description is ranked higher than the

correct one. Similarly, the ranking loss can be employed in

bi-directional fashion where the penalty is based on retrieval

of both modalities.

2.4. Classification Methods

Jointly representing multiple modalities in a common

space can also be employed for classification purposes.

Work in [29] employs classification loss along with two

neural networks for both modalities (text and image) for

zero-shot learning. Work in [42] employs attention-based

mechanism to estimate the probability of a phrase over dif-

ferent region proposals in the image. In nearly every visual

question answering (VQA) method, separate networks are

trained for image and text; however, [24] treats the problem

as a binary classification problem by using text as input and

predicting whether or not an image-question-answer triplet

is correct using softmax.

In contrast to all these existing approaches, we propose

a single stream network to extract representation from mul-

tiple modalities without pairwise or triplet recombination at

the input.

3. Re-evaluating R@K Measure

Consider a cross modal retrieval scenario with a pairwise

loss function Lc(xi, x
±

i ) = d(xi, x
±

i ); where d(xi, x
±

i ) is a

distance metric. A common objective of the existing meth-

ods is to reduce the distance between the query image and

its associated text descriptions. These systems leverage on

manually marked image/text pairs only. Once the network is

trained employing separate networks for each modality and

jointly embedding the image/text pairs onto a latent space,

R@K is employed at the inference stage. However, R@K

is an inefficient metric since it functions on the manually

imposed restriction on training and test datasets. We ob-

serve that R@K is based on whether query’s pair appeared

or not in retrieval result. So, even if retrieval result is se-

mantically reasonable and if query’s pair did not appear in

the retrieval result, the R@K score can be considerably low.

For example, the word beach is semantically related to ev-

ery image which contains beach environment, however, if

the word does not occur along with the image pair in Top

K retrieved results, R@K comparatively gives low scores.

The work presented in [38] argued regarding R@K on sim-

ilar grounds. We believe that since it does not compute a

function that can accurately map input samples, the metric

(R@K) suffers from inaccuracy in capturing semantically

similar data points [16]. In the current work, we emphasize

that retrieval systems should be evaluated on their ability

to bridge the gap between semantically correlated images

and text descriptions. For this purpose, we introduce a new

metric referred to as SemanticMap.

3.1. Proposed SemanticMap (λ@K)

One of our contribution in this work is the in-

troduction of the metric SemanticMap which leverages

on semantic relationships between different modalities.

Consider an image representation in the latent space

Xl = (xl
1, x

l
2, x

l
3, ..., x

l
n) ∈ Rn belonging to lth

class of images and a latent text representation Ym =
(ym1 , ym2 , ym3 , ..., ymn ) ∈ Rn belonging to mth class of text

description. If the image and the text description is seman-

tically similar, the latent representations should also be sim-

ilar as defined below.

λ(Xl, Ym) =

∑n

i=1
xl
iy

m
i

√

∑n

i=1
(xl

i)
2
√

∑n

i=1
(ymi )2

; ∀Xl, Ym (1)



Query: A man is playing tennis on the tennis court.

Figure 3: An example of text to image retrieval result (top

5) from the MSCOCO test set. Query and retrieved images

are semantically related but not in pairs and thus R@5 =
0. However, λ@5 = 0.71 which shows significant semantic

similarity between the query and retrieved results. (Best

viewed in color)

Figure 4: The word “tablet” is encoded into an image us-

ing Word2Vec encoding with vector length 15. Consecutive

words in the text descriptions are encoded as image pre-

serving relative position of each word. Note that words that

occur in similar context will have similar embedding, thus

the encoding will be similar in color space. (Best viewed in

color)

We define for the top K retrieved results, where K =
1, 5, 10, SemanticMap (λ@K) using Equation 1:

λ@K =
1

N ·K

c
∑

l=1

K
∑

m=1

λ(Xl, Ym) (2)

where Xl, Ym can be of any class and N is the total number

of instances in the test dataset. Note that Equation 2 takes

into consideration first K similarity index(s) λ(Xl, Ym) of

a ranked list. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

first time similarity index is computed between two differ-

ent modalities.

Consider a retrieval result shown in Figure 3 from

MSCOCO dataset. In the image, there are three major

objects of semantic significance: man, playing and tennis

court. The retrieved images and the query text descrip-

tion do not exist in the same ground truth pair, therefore

R@1 = 0 and R@5 = 0. The retrieved images belong to

5 different ground truth classes and are listed in the order

of decreasing λ score: 0.82, 0.75, 0.69, 0.68, 0.64, resulting

in λ@1 = 0.82 and λ@5 = 0.71 which shows that the re-

trieved images has significant semantic similarity with the

query text description.

4. Proposed Cross Modal Retrieval System

One of the core ideas of this paper is to bridge the gap

between the image and encoded text description. Our pro-

posed approach eliminates the need for multiple networks

for either modality, since similar results can be achieved

with a single stream network. The Figure 5 visually ex-

plains the architecture of the network. The detailed pro-

posed approach is presented in the following subsections:

4.1. Encoding Text Descriptions as Images

Semantics plays a crucial role to understand the mean-

ing of a text description. Though humans can understand

semantics easily, automatic semantic understanding is still

a challenging task. Word2Vec word embedding [35] takes

one step towards mathematically representing the seman-

tic relationships between words. Its objective function

causes words that occur in a similar context to have sim-

ilar word embedding. Gallo et al. [13] has recently pre-

sented an encoding scheme exploiting Word2Vec to recon-

struct the semantics associated with a text description as an

image. Though Gallo et al. has used this encoding for

only text classification, we extend it for cross modal re-

trieval. We employ this encoding scheme to encode text

descriptions as images and use these encoded text images

as input to the neural networks originally developed for im-

age input. This encoding scheme has enabled us to use

a single stream network for both text to image and im-

age to text retrieval. The single stream network based

cross modal retrieval has potential for memory efficient and

computationally-inexpensive applications on low powered

devices. We explain the encoding scheme to transform a

text description into an image in Figure 4.

4.2. The Single Stream Network for Image to Text
and Text to Image Retrieval

Our proposed method is generic and any appropriate

deep network can be employed. In our implementation, we

use InceptionResNet-V1 as a single stream network for text-

to-image and image-to-text retrievals (Figure 5). The net-

work is trained using both the images and the encoded text

descriptions. In a cross modal dataset, suppose there are nt

text descriptions associated with ni images in class c. Each

image and the text description is input to the network and

nt + ni feature vectors fc are obtained at the output of the

network. During training, geometric center of nt + ni fea-

ture vectors is computed and distance of each feature vector

from the center is minimized.

d(fc) =

nt+ni
∑

i=1

‖ f i
c −

1

nt + ni

nt+ni
∑

j=1

f j
c ‖22 (3)

Thus during the training phase, image and the encoded text

are treated in similar fashion. Thus a single stream net-



Figure 5: In the first phase, the proposed cross modal retrieval system transforms word embedding into encoded text which

is fed to the single stream network along the images in the second phase. Finally, the supervision signal embed both images

and text descriptions in the latent space. (Best viewed in color)

work can effectively bridge the gap between image and text

descriptions eliminating the need for multiple networks for

each modality.

In our implementation, instead of using the traditional

loss function, we extend center loss for cross-modal dis-

tance learning jointly trained with softmax loss [53]. This

loss function simultaneously learns all centers for features

of images and encoded text descriptions in a mini-batch

and penalizes the distances between each center and images

along with the associated text descriptions. It thus imposes

neighborhood preserving constraint within each modality as

well as across the modalities. If there are m classes in a mini

batch, the loss function is given by

L(mini batch) =
1

2

m
∑

c=1

d(fc) (4)

This loss function minimizes the variation between image

and encoded text within a class and effectively preserves

the neighborhood structure. In this way, encoded text and

images which are not semantically related do not occur in

the same neighborhood.

5. Experiments

We evaluate the proposed retrieval system on two

publicly available image-text retrieval datasets including

MSCOCO [30] and Flickr30K [39, 40]. MSCOCO contains

123, 287 images, and each image is annotated with five cap-

tions. We use 1000 images for testing and the rest for train-

ing as proposed by the original authors and used by Wang

et al. [51] and referred it as COCO-1k. Flickr30K contains

31, 783 images that are collected from the Flickr website

along with five captions for each image. We use 1000 im-

ages for testing and rest for training as described in [25].

5.1. Implementation Details

The number of layers and the overall architecture for

the network is kept the same as used by the original au-

thors [19]. The size of the input images and text encoding is

256×256 and the size of the output feature vectors is 128-D.

For optimization, we employ Adam optimizer [26] because

of its ability to adjust the learning rate during training. We

use Adam’s initial learning rate of 0.05 and employ weight

decay strategy by decaying with a factor of 5e−5. The net-

work is trained for 100 epoches. The mini batch size was

fixed to randomly selected 45 images and text descriptions.

For the sake of comparison with other techniques, we

use R@K metric as described in [48]. We employ the R@1,

R@5 and R@10 which means that the percentage of queries

in which the first 1, 5 and 10 items are found in the ground

truth. We also compute scores with the proposed Seman-

ticMap metric in a similar fashion λ@1, λ@5 and λ@10.

5.2. Data Augmentation

We perform multiple experiments with different data

augmentation schemes. A standard setting consists of one

image with five associated encoded text descriptions, which

we refer as config-standard. With further experiments on

different augmentations of data, we observe that increas-

ing number of training images do not help with the R@K

scores. This is due to high semantic similarity between im-

ages of different classes due to frequent appearance of com-

mon objects for example persons, vehicles etc. Since a per-

son or a vehicle might appear in a large number of classes,



Table 1: Comparison of the proposed system with current state-of-the-art methods using R@K measure on MSCOCO and

Flickr30K dataset.

MSCOCO Flickr30K

Model Image-to-Text Text-to-Image Image-to-Text Text-to-Image

R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

DVSA [25] 38.4 69.9 80.5 27.4 60.2 74.8 – – – – – –

HM-LSTM [37] 43.9 - 87.8 36.1 - 86.7 – – – – – –

m-RNN-vgg [33] 41.0 73.0 83.5 29.0 42.2 77.0 35.4 63.8 73.7 22.8 50.7 63.1

Order-embedding [48] 46.7 - 88.9 37.9 - 85.9 – – – – – –

m-CNN(ensemble) [32] 42.8 73.1 84.1 32.6 68.6 82.8 33.6 64.1 74.9 26.2 56.3 69.6

Str. Pres. [51] 50.1 79.7 89.2 39.6 75.2 86.9 40.3 68.9 79.9 29.7 60.1 72.1

Two-Way [10] – – – – – – 49.8 67.5 - 36.0 55.6 -

TextCNN [38] 13.6 39.6 54.6 10.3 35.5 55.5 – – – – – –

FV-HGLMM [38] 14.3 40.5 55.8 12.7 39.0 57.2 – – – – – –

Our Work (cfg-std) 13.2 30.4 41.9 12.2 33.0 46.7 10.5 26.2 36.8 8.2 22.82 32.0

Our Work (cfg-2) 13.0 32.9 46.0 12.94 36.62 49.94 27.0 43.1 52.1 23.7 43.6 53.4

Our Work (cfg-3) 40.0 64.4 76.7 30.9 62.7 73.7 – – – – – –

Figure 6: Embedding of MSCOCO test set in latent space visualized using t-SNE [47]. The semantically similar text feature

vectors (shown in red) and the image feature vectors (shown in blue) are close in the embedding space. Few bidirectional

retrieval results are also shown which are semantically similar. (Best viewed in color)

thus these may get wrongly associated. However, with dis-

tinct combinations of data, we observe that increasing en-

coded text descriptions improve the R@K score. In addi-

tion to image and its associated encoded text descriptions,

we crop encoded text to a size of 227× 227 and feed its en-

larged version to the network. With this configuration, we

have one image along with its horizontally flipped version

and ten different encoded text descriptions, referred to as

config-2. However, since the method does not require load-

ing all the data in memory at once, bottlenecks are avoided.

We report results on both configurations in Table 1. Fur-

thermore, we modify config-2 where we down sample the

images to 128 × 128 for MSCOCO dataset, referred to as

config-3, and report the results in Table 1. Note that config-

3 did not yield comparative results on Flickr30k dataset so

we ignore it while reporting results.

5.3. Comparison with R@K Measure

For comparison with other approaches, we computed

R@K for text-to-image and image-to-text retrieval. Com-

pared to the current state-of-the-art, our method perfor-

mance is comparatively low. The main reason is due to the

fact that R@K is based on whether query’s pair appeared

or not in the retrieval result. So, even if retrieval result is

semantically similar (Table 1) and if query’s pair did not

appear in the retrieval result, the R@K score is consider-

ably low. Furthermore, we recommend that retrieval sys-

tems should be evaluated on the efficiency of bridging the



Table 2: Comparison of the proposed system (cfg-3) with current state-of-the-art method Structure Preserving [51] using

λ@K measure. Note that the Structure Preserving method is the best existing method in Table 1.

MSCOCO Flickr30K

Model Image-to-Text Text-to-Image Image-to-Text Text-to-Image

λ@1 λ@5 λ@10 λ@1 λ@5 λ@10 λ@1 λ@5 λ@10 λ@1 λ@5 λ@10

Str. Pres. 67.24 64.63 62.74 64.07 59.29 56.30 62.30 59.59 57.79 59.05 54.60 51.97

Our Work 68.67 65.25 62.86 66.70 59.42 54.46 49.13 45.52 43.33 43.97 39.22 36.43

Table 3: Comparison of the proposed system (cfg-3) with

current best method using λ@K on MSCOCO-1k test set.

Best K retrievals out side the pairs are selected demonstrat-

ing generalization performance in the wild.

Model Image-to-Text Text-to-Image

λ@1 λ@5 λ@10 λ@1 λ@5 λ@10

Str. Pres. 64.94 62.61 61.02 61.88 58.01 55.34

Our Work 67.57 64.17 61.81 65.42 58.36 53.55

gap between multiple modalities and not on R@K which

does not leverage on semantic relationships between modal-

ities and rather matches Top-K retrieved results with ground

truth class boundaries. As an example, the word beach is se-

mantically related to every image which contains beach en-

vironment, however, if the word does not occur along with

the image pair in Top K retrieved results, R@K will yield

low score. Park et al. [38] have also criticized R@K mea-

sure on similar grounds.

The Figure 6 is t-SNE [47] visualization of features from

MSCOCO test set i.e. 1k images with five text descrip-

tions for each image. Once the network is trained on the

dataset, features of the test set are extracted from the model

and are fed to t-SNE, Visualization verify that the proposed

single stream network is capable of bridging gap between

image and encoded text descriptions in a latent space.The

image and text encoding description are overlapped and dis-

tributed enough for being discriminated in retrieval. Some

bidirectional retrieval results from MSCOCO test set are

also present in Figure 6. Query and retrieved objects are

semantically related in these examples.

5.4. Comparison With λ@K Measure

In this section, we explore λ@K results on the

MSCOCO and Flickr30K datasets with our approach and

compare it with the best performing approach on R@K

which is named as “Structure Preserving” [51] as shown

in Table 2. With this comparison, we show that our model

achieves better performance than the current best approach

using λ@K measure. In other words, our model effec-

tively bridges the gap between image and text descrip-

Table 4: Quantitative results, R@10, of ablation model on

MSCOCO test set. Note that Ab. Net refers to ablation

model with cfg-3.

Model Image-to-Text Text-to-Image

Ab. Net. 21.30 24.92

tions. It is evident from Table 2 that results on Flickr30K

show some variation from that of MSCOCO. The reason is

Flickr30K test set has less semantic similarity compared to

the MSCOCO dataset.

In this work, we leverage on capturing relationships be-

tween multiple modalities without the pairwise restrictions.

We point out that the performance of retrieval systems

should be based on their ability to effectively bridge gap

between the information from multiple sources. In Table 3

we restrict λ@K to discard pairwise retrieval results i.e. if a

text description is retrieved using an image as query belongs

to the same class as the query image, it is ignored. Rather

we enforce λ@K to consider image and text descriptions

not occurring in pairs but are semantically similar. This

helps to quantitatively evaluate how our method generalizes

compared to the state-of-art methods, in the wild when no

ground truth is available. We use implementation provided

by Structure Preserving [51] to extract features and compute

the scores. The results indicate the limitations of networks

trained using pairwise strategies.

6. Human Baseline

In this section we account for the semantically reason-

able queries with the help of 3 human annotators. We use

the best performing network with our proposed approach

on MSCOCO and extract embedding for MSCOCO-1k test

set. We compute R@10 on the test set and manually an-

notate R@K missed queries as semantically related or not.

If the human evaluator considers the retrieved result to be

semantically aligned with the query, we consider it a hit.

The human annotators are domain experts and final results

are reported by averaging the scores of 3 different people

in Table 6. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first

attempt a human baseline has been reported on cross-modal



Table 5: Ablation Study. Qualitative analysis of Image-to-Text retrieval result on ablation model and cfg-3 which is best

configuration on MSCOCO test set. Groundtruth matched text are marked as red and bold, while some text sharing semantics

as ground truth, but in different class pairs, are marked as blue and bold. (Best viewed in color)

Query Best Configuration Model cfg-3 Ablation Model (SqueezeNet)

– A man and boy are looking at a cell-

phone.

– A father and his son is looking at a

cell phone.

– A man is showing a boy with a scarf

his cell phone.

– Two college graduates pack up after a

long day.

– A young boy with his father spend-

ing time.

– A woman and a girl sitting at a dinner

table talking.

– Two men and a woman holding wine

glasses.

– A girl reclining on her bed and read-

ing a book.

– A woman sitting at a long table with

an unhappy look on her face.

– Two women sitting across a table

from each other.

Table 6: Human baseline results. 3 human experts evaluated

the queries on Image-to-Text retrieval of MSCOCO test set.

The last row indicates the average of all 3 results.

Human Experts Image-to-Text

Expert # 1 85.40

Expert # 2 85.00

Expert # 3 83.40

R@10 84.60

retrieval systems for statistical analysis. The sole purpose of

this experiment is to examine the statistical gain in terms of

retrieval where the missed R@K results are re-evaluated by

human evaluators. The objective of this study is to present

a cross-evaluation to indicate the limitations.

7. Ablation Study

In this section we ‘take-apart’ the individual components

to identify the inter-dependence. This is to identify the most

important parts of the pipeline. As a part of the ablation

study, different configurations and their results on R@K

are reported in Table 1. To identify the important of sin-

gle stream network, we replace it with another network,

SqueezeNet, and report quantitative results of the network,

see Table 4. We call the pipeline with SqueezeNet as abla-

tion model. Furthermore, we also report the qualitative re-

sults of ablation model and best model on MSCOCO to es-

tablish difference between learning ability of both networks,

see Table 5.

8. Conclusion and Future Work

In this work a new performance measure is suggested

for the cross modal retrieval systems. Currently used mea-

sure R@K do not capture semantic relationship between

the query and the retrievals, rather adhere to the pairs in the

dataset. The new proposed measure captures semantic sim-

ilarity between the query and the retrievals. Moreover, a

novel cross modal retrieval system is also proposed which

uses a single stream network for text to image and image to

text retrieval. The proposed network is trained using center

loss as the supervision signal. The text descriptions are also

encoded as images which enabled the system to use exist-

ing deep neural networks for both text and the images. The

proposed system was able to bridge the gap between two

different modalities by projecting semantically similar text

and images close by in the latent space. The proposed sys-

tem is evaluated on two publicly available datasets includ-

ing MSCOCO and Flickr30k. The proposed model have

shown comparable results with the current state-of-the-art

methods. Finally, we present human baseline to account for

the semantically reasonable queries with the help of 3 hu-

man annotators and report averaged results.

This work can be extended to other cross modal retrieval

tasks such as audio to image and video to text etc. Fur-

thermore, we would like to explore different data augmen-

tation schemes to find more effective configurations which

help semantically aligning images and the text descriptions

in a neighborhood. Research towards different encoding

schemes to exploit the semantic dependencies within text

is another important research direction.
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